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• We have discussed the text of draft charter on the mail list and at the virtual interim meeting on 31 May 2016.
  – https://trac.tools.ietf.org/wg/its/trac/
  – The text has been stable for several weeks
• Does anyone have *any* issues with the draft charter?

• For the IESG to approve the charter, we need to show that there are people willing to do the work and that there is a constituency for the work.
• This is the point of the questions on the next slide ...
Questions for the Group

Raise your hand if you are ...

... willing to help write the standards-track document?
  15

... willing to review the standards-track document?
  32

... planning to implement IPv6 over 802.11-OCB?
  14 (6 suppliers to vehicle manufacturers)

... willing to help write one of the informational documents?
  12

... willing to review one of the informational documents?
  28

The orange numbers reflect the count of people that raised hands during the ITS BOF.